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A: Someone posted the solution for me: "Go to the project folder and remove all the
files, then run it again." That answers. Q: How to create a array of hashes in Ruby?

How do I create an array of hashes? I tried: a = [{:name=>"foo", :val=>"bar"}]
a.each { |h| p h } But I got: ': undefined method `each' for "":String

(NoMethodError) A: You may want to use flatten which will remove the key which
may not be desirable if you need to access the hash value. a = [{:name=>"foo",
:val=>"bar"}] a.flatten.each { |h| p h } A: I would recommend using a hash and

using [] for initialization: def create_hash(hash_name, name_hash) hash_object =
Hash.new hash_object[name_hash] = name_hash return hash_object end my_hash

= create_hash("my_key", {:name=>"foo", :val=>"bar"}) my_hash["foo"].each
{|k,v| puts k} Output foo bar You can also use a Hash to initialize a hash with a

default value: def create_hash(hash_name, value_hash) hash_object =
Hash.new(value_hash) return hash_object end my_hash = create_hash("my_key")

my_hash["foo"].each {|k,v| puts k} Infliximab, which is a TNF-α receptor inhibitor, is
effective against a wide range of inflammatory diseases, such as chronic

inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), etc. TNF-α is a
cytokine which is considered to be a major mediator that induces and/or

exacerbates various inflammatory diseases. Therefore, TNF-α inhibitors are
expected to become a highly effective drug for IBD and RA. However,

immunogenicity is a major problem that restricts the usefulness of currently known
TNF- c6a93da74d
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